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X-ray photoemission spectroscopy of Pt-Cu: A canonical alloy
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The possibility of employing x-ray photoemission valence-band spectra in a quantitative

fashion for elucidation of valence-electron structure changes induced by alloying is examined.
The special, or "canonical, "

property of Pti „Cu, , that one of the components, Pt, displays no

measurable core-level shift, permits extraction of such changes from core-level and valence-

band data alone. A relation between the d-resonant level shifts and the centroid of the
valence-band spectra is derived and comparison of' the centroid and core-level shifts leads to the
desired information. The analysis indicates that there is»o charge transfer in the system and

that only Cu has significant valence occupation changes upon alloying, corresponding to dehy-

bridization. Furthermore, information regarding Fermi-energy shifts is extracted and not re-

quired as input —the results suggest that the shifts of the Fermi levels cannot be identified with

those of the work functions as in other work. Model calculations indicate that dehybridization is

to be expected as an "antihybridization" effect for a narrow il-band metal in a wide i/-band one.

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of the electronic structure changes
induced by alloying two d-band metals should clarify
the nature of phenomena to which the concepts and
techniques associated with translationally invariant
systems ar. not generally applicable. In x-ray pho-
toemission spectroscopy, or electron spectroscopy for
chemical analysis (ESCA), the high kinetic energy of
the photoemitted electrons raises hopes of measuring
the valence-band density of states (VBDOS) directly

by means of the valence band spectra (vbs) without
complications introduced by final-state density of
states effects. The availability of both high-resolution
ESCA spectrometers and the results of band-
structure calculations has encouraged systematic in-'

vestigations" of alloy valence-band properties. The
extreme sensitivity of core-level energy shifts mea-
sured by ESCA to changes in chemical environment,
on the other hand, has led to work examining many-

body effects upon core-level asymmetries' and to
studies involving quantitative determinations of
electronic structure changes in alloys from core-level
shifts.

In general, however, such quantitative determina-
tions" are not straightforward. This can, perhaps,
be best appreciated by considering the general first-
order expression for AB4(x), the measured shift in

binding energy of a core level of an atom of com-
ponent A at composition x, with respect to the bind-

ing energy in pure A

gg" (x) =——hem" (x) + b, E"(x)

Eral" (x) -=X W"„Bn„„(x)
V

[E(n„„,nc„—1) —E(n„„,n „)]~n»

(la)

(lb)

(1c)

&EF"(x) -=EF(x) = EF"', Sn„q (x) = n„z (x) —n„„
(1d)

where the quantity E is the total energy of the sys-
tem, EF(x) and EF are the bulk Fermi energies in
the alloy and in pure A, respectively, n„„( )axnd n„„
are the numbers of v-valence electrons/atom in the
alloy and in metal A, respectively, and nc& represents
the number of c-core electrons/atom in pure A. In
deriving Eqs. (1), we assume that E is an analytic
function of n» '0 "

In order to derive the valence number changes,
Sn„&, from the measured energy shifts through Eqs.
(1), one is generally required4 ' to make several ap-
proximations. First, the exact coefficients 8'are re-
placed by corresponding quantities calculated for
atoms, with approximate prescriptions to account for
the effects of relaxation and chemical environ-
ment. " ' In an ordering alloy in addition, there
are expected to be Madelung contributions to the W,
which are usually calculated only roughly. 4 ' Next,
the Fermi energy change is not measured and is usu-
ally approximated by —rL$q (x) =—Pz —$z (x), the
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work function shift between pure A and the al-
loy. '" Finally, the number of types of valence
electron changes associated with both components
usually exceeds the number of equations of the form
of Eqs. (1) and requires that independent informa-
tion be supplied (e.g. , from Mossbauer spectros-
copy' ').

The possibility that the ESCA vbs yields the
VBDOS would suggest that quantitative use of the
vbs might help in electronic structure determinations.
In particular, the shift of the resonant level character-
izing the d band of a transition metal'6 is described by
an equation similar to Eq. (1).'7 A study of the
shifts of the resonant level (represented by the cen-
troid of the vbs), therefore, might permit relaxation
of some of the assumptions mentioned above. In
this paper, we report' the results of a systematic
study of the core-level shifts and vbs in the system
Ptl „Cu„over a wide range of concentration, x. One
of the salient points presented here' is that
Ptl „Cu„ is a canonical system in the sense that quan-
titative determination of the electronic structure
changes (within the accuracy previously reported4 ')
seems possible without any of the approximations
mentioned above. Specifically our conclusions are
that: (i) a systematic study over a wide range of con-
centrations is necessary for characterization of the
electronic changes induced by alloying; (ii) core-level
and vbs centroid shifts are linearly related, lending
support to identification of the vbs and VBDOS; (iii)
the analysis yields, in the case of Pt~ „Cu„, not only
the sign of Sn„q (x), which is the usual output of such
studies, 4 ' but also S,FF"(x), which is normally treated
as input; (iv) there is little charge transfer in the sys-
tem and S/t~p, (x) =—Sn, p, (x) = 0.0; (v) calculations of
integrated d character in Cu (Ref: 18) give
0.0 & Snakc„(x) =——Sn, c„(x)~ 0.25, which, although

rough, is as accurate as estimates derived usually4 7

(i.e., +0.10 electrons); (vi) AEFP' ——LLErc" =—0, which

demonstrates the dangers in identifiying REF with the
difference in work function4 ' '5 '7 '9; (vii) the ob-
served decrease of Cu s-d hybridization seems to
result from the wide d band of Pt and is to be gen-
erally expected as an "antihybridization" effect in

systems with widely differing d-band widths, as has
been observed. 4 '

In short, this paper is concerned with unconven-
tional methods for interpreting the data. Section II is
devoted to discussion of the experimental results and
Sec. III to interpretation. The physical explanation is
only briefly described, along with the conclusion, in
Sec. IV—more details are found elsewhere. ' Prelim-
inary reports of some of these results were published
elsewhere.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The alloys samples were prepared in the form of
thin foils by standard metallurgical techniques. Prior
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FIG, 1. X-ray photoemission spectra (XPS) over a bind-
ing energy range of 1000 eV measured from the Fermi level
for (a) CU05Pt05, (b) pure Cu, and (c) pure Pt. For ease of
comparison, characteristic structures are identified. The
spectra demonstrate the degree of cleanliness.

to mounting in the spectrometer, each sample was
annealed for 2 days at 900'C in an H2/N2 atmo-.
sphere to remove such dissolved impurities as oxygen
and sulphur and then polished to a mirror finish.
The ESCA measurements were performed in a
McPherson ESCA-36 spectrometer with an Al Ke
source at a base pressure -1 x 10 torr. ~ ' The
samples were cleaned in situ by Ar-ion bombardment
and then annealed (typically for 30 min at 700 C) to
remove sputter damage.

In order to illustrate the characteristic features of
the pure components as well as the changes induced
by alloying, we present, in Figs. 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c),
typical spectra for Cu05Pt05, Cu, and Pt, respectively,
over a binding energy range of 1000 eV. At the pres-
sure we achieved, small amounts of carbon and oxy-
gen impurites were always present, but the level of
cleanliness was high, in general.

Narrow scans of core-level intensities as functions
of binding energy are illustrated in Fig. 2 for a wide
range of compositions. The Cu 2p core spectra are
shown in Fig. 2(a), while those for Pt 4p3/2, Pt
4d3/2 5/2 and Pt 4f5/2 7/2 are given in Figs. 2(b), 2(c),
and 2(d), respectively. The most striking feature of
the Pt core spectra is that, except for Pt 4f at
x 0.9S, the peak positions change very little as
functions of composition. From comparing with Fig.
1, we see that the shift in Pt 4f at x =0.95 can be at-
tributed to interference with-the weak Cu 3p lines,
which overlap the same binding energy region.
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Curve fitting the Pt core spectra yields EBP'(x) = 0.0
eV for the core levels of Figs. 2(b) —2(d) within ex-
perimental error (i.e. , +0.10 eV). For the Cu core
spectra, however, the binding energy shifts, 58c"(x),
are uniformly negative for all x, and 68c"(x) = —0.65
+0.1 eV for all x «0.50 which we measure. The
measured Cu and Pt binding energy shifts as func-
tions of composition are given in Fig. 3 (in this fig-

ure, 58c"=—ABP' =—0.0 for x =0.95). It is, perhaps,
worthwhile to point out that this is the first system
reported in the literature where the core-level shifts
of only one of the components changes upon alloy-
ing.

In order to yield bulk electronic structure changes,
the core-level shifts must be insensitive to the condi-
tion of the surface. All of our adsorption studies
show such insensitivity. Perhaps the most striking
demonstration is that of Fig. 4, ~here we present
spectra taken after three samples of widely varying
composition were exposed to the atmosphere. In Fig.
4(a), the binding energy range is 1000 eV and the de-

gree of contamination can be appreciated by cornpar-

ing the spectrum for Ptp 5Cup 5 with the corresponding
one in Fig. l. More detailed spectra for the Cu 2p
and Pt 4d core levels are illustrated in Figs. 4(b) and

4(c), respectively. Analysis of the core-level shifts
yields results in concert with Fig. 3, despite the high

degree of contamination of these samples.
Sputtering studies were also performed and their

results also indicate surface insensitivity of the core-
level shifts. Any changes can be attributed to com-

position changes caused by preferential sputting of
the Cu 22

The VBDOS influences the core-level shifts
through the valence occupation changes Sn„ in Eqs.
(1). If it is true that the ESCA vbs represents the
VBDOS, then it would be interesting to use the vbs
directly as independent information in addition to the
iLB" in order. to determined Sn„.

In particular, the Heine-Hubbard' model of transi-

tion metal band structure characterizes the d-band

structure of metal 3 by the I = 2 resonance energy,

F&, which corresponds to the center of gravity of the
d bands. " The shift of resonance energy upon alloy-
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FIG. 4. XPS scans for contaminated alloy surfaces. (a)
Long scans corresponding to Fig. 1(a) for Ptp 75Cup25,
Ptp 5Cup g, and Ptp p5Cup 95 ~ Degree of contamination can be

appreciated by comparing with Fig. 1(a). Narrow scans for
Cu 2p and Pt 4d core lines are presented in Figs. 4(b) and

4(c), respectively, for the same alloys. The peak positions
are insensitive to the surface contamination, indicating the
bulk nature of core-level shifts.

ing should, to first order, therefore, obey an equation
similar to Eq. (1),"
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FIG. 3. Binding energy shifts as functions of x for the Cu
2p and Pt 4d lines in PtI „Cu„.

In Eq. (2a), the quantities pq„(x,E) and pq„(E)
denote the d-band density of states of component A
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in the alloy and of pure metal A, respectively.
Any measurement would sample, not pq~, but the

total VBDOS, p, where, in the case of B& „A alloys

VA

p(x, E) =—p~(x, E) +p, (x,E) (3a)

p„(x,E) =xp„q (x,E) + (1 —x)p„s(x,E) . (3b)

The quantity p, represents the s-band density of
states and subscript e symbolizes either s or d.

By analogy with Eq. (2a), it would seem that mea-
surements should involve the shift of centroid of the
total VBDOS:

5 V(x) J1 EdE [p(x,E) —p„(x,E) ]/12, (4a)

p„(x,E) -=xp„(E)+ (I -x)p, (E),
p~(E) —= p,~(E)+pe~(E),

(4b)

(4c)

where Eq. (4c) involves pure metal quantities.
In terms of the resonance energy shifts, we have

5 V(x) - —,
' [xhEg (x) + (1 —x)AEg(x)]+ 5 V, (x)/6,

(Sa)
where the s-band quantity, 6 V, (x), is defined by

6 V, (x)
f oo

EdE [p (x E ) —xp& (E)—(1 —x )p s (E) ]/2

(5b)

The vanishing of d V, (x) results from the pseudo-
potential'4 description of the conduction band states,
in accord with the Heine-Hubbard model' of transi-
tion metals.

In order to apply these results to the ESCA vbs,
one must consider that the experimental spectra mea-

sure the density of occupied states, and not the total
VBDOS, as in Eqs. (4) and (5). In Fig. 5, we illus-

trate typical normalized vbs for Pt& „Cu symbolized
X

by g, as a function of binding energy for a variety of
compositions. Also displayed are the corresponding
weighted sums of normalized vbs of pure Pt and Cu
[i.e., see Eq. (4b)] which are denoted by g, .

Two features of the data aid in applying these
results. First, only a small portion of the d bands of
either Pt or Cu is unoccupied and it is concentrated
in energy near the Fermi level. We have, therefore,

a
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Applying the results in Eqs. (5)—(6a) to Eq.& (4a)
yields a relationship between 6 V,„„,a measured
valence-band quantity, and the resonance- and

FIG. 5. Normalized valence-band spectra for three dif-
ferent alloys and the corresponding weighted sums of the
normalized spectra of pure Pt and Cu, as in Eq. (4b).
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Fermi-level shifts.

Q V(x) =—5 V,„(x)+ /s, E—F (x)

= —,'[x S,Eg~"(x) + (1 x—)AEJ'(x) ]

(6b)

of /sBc" (x), where

BE(x)=——6 V,„p(x) =—AEic" (x) + /s, E„"(x)
Sx X

(7)

4 V,„p(x)
pO

EdE [pz(x, E ) —xpic„(E) (1 ——x)pg pt(E) ]/12

fO

EdE [g (x,E) g„(x,E)—]/12,

/s. EF (x) =—Ep (x) xEF "—(1 x—)EP '—.

(6c)
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FIG. 6. Cu 2p binding energy shift as a function of the
shift of the valence-band quantity, b,E, in Eq. (7). For
reference, the line 58 =—hE is illustrated,

In Eq. (6c), each density of state, p (or vbs, g) is

referred to its own Fermi level (i.e., the Fermi levels
are aligned). The quantity /sEp(x) is the deviation
from linearity of the Fermi level, which we neglect"
henceforth.

The transition from the first to the second line of
Eq. (6c) is based upon the other simplifying feature
of the band structure —the s densities of states of the
alloy and of the constituents are closely similar and
are slowly varying in the vicinity of the Fermi level.
%e do not expect them to contribute significantly to
b, V,„~, therefore.

It would seem, at this point, that 5 V,„„in Eq. (6c)
is a quantity which can be determined experimentally
and which can be compared with the 5B of Eq. (I).
In practice, the influence of matrix elements causes
the vbs to differ from the VBDOS. Studies of transi-
tion metals in which ESCA vbs and theoretical densi-
ties of states were compared 5 demonstrated appreci-
able modulation of the vbs by optical transition
strengths for only Sd metals and then for only high

binding energies. Since the experimental lower limit
in Eq. (6c) is finite, we use an experimental cutoff,
EI = —S.O eV, determined by the energy at which ma-

trix elements become important in the pure metal
ESCA studies. 25

In order to accentuate the relation between the
valence band quantities and the core-level shifts, we

display, in Fig. 6, the quantity AE(x) as a function

The definition in Eq. (7) serves to delineate the Cu
dependence. Linearity as well as a close numerical
agreement between A,E and LLB are demonstrated
clearly in Fig. 6. Perhaps even more striking is the
clustering of, hE corresponding to the same b,8. Ef-
fects of uncertainties in EI (within +O.S eV) are indi-
cated in the size of the dots in Fig. 6. Note that this
energy range includes most of the important effects
of alloying.

III. INTERPRETATION

Any interpretation of the data must explain their
systematics as functions of x: that is, the valence-
band centroid is a function of only the Cu core-level
shift, which is uniformly negative for all x, and the Pt
core-level does not shift as x is varied.

In order to shed light on our data, it is appropriate
to describe what one would expect in the case of an
alloy with charge transfer. Here, the charge transfer
is driven by the difference in Fermi energies of the
pure components" and the relation between the
Sq ~s~, the charge transferred to component A (B), is

determined by the charge neutrality condition,
xS„+(I —x)Ss =0. The sharing of this charge
between the s- and the d-valence states (i.e. ,
5„=Snq~ + Sn,„)however, is determined by the elec-
tronic structure at the constituent atom, which is
governed by such Hamiltonian parameters as hopping
and hybridization matrix elements" characteristic of
the alloy. The presence of constituent 8 modifies the
local density of states associated with A, but the rela-
tionship between Sn„„and Sn„s is only indirect (i.e.,
through the charge neutrality condition) and any
correlation is expected to be weak. %hat this conclu-
sion means for our data is that one expects little
correlation between hE and EB" in a charge transfer
system.

In order to illustrate this conclusion, we resort to
results of model calculations for the Au„Ag& „sys-
tem. " In these calculations, ' the pure metal Fermi
energies are identified with the corresponding work
functions, the pure metal electronic structures are
described by s-d model Hamiltonians, and the alloy is
treated within the coherent potential approximation. '
From the calculated" results for Bn„&, and values
given" for the parameters in Eqs. (1) and (2), we
derived the results for AB and hEq displayed in Fig.
7(a). In this figure, we plot the resulting binding en-
ergies as functions of the respective d-resonant level
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Applying these results to the data of Fig. 6, we ex-
pect to have a linear relation between hE in Eq. (7)
and 58 "only if hE =LLE ", so that LEE '& 0.1 eV.
Such a value of BEdP' would imply from Eqs. (2) that
Snoop,

———(U, '/Ud')Sn, p„making Spt~ Sllgpt so that
Sn„~„would not be independent of Sn~p, . This solu-
tion would appear unphysical unless Sndpt = Snp1=—Sp, =—0.0. From Eqs. (1) for ABp', this implies im-

mediately that EF (x) =—EFn for all concentrations we
measure. From Figs. 2 and 3, it appears that
hB "=—0.0 for x =0.95, implying that EF"=—EF',
which is consistent with Sp,

——0.0 (i.e., no charge
transfer). The Fermi level concentration dependence
deduced here is not consistent with identifying EF
with the work function.

The Cu valence occupation changes can be derived
from Eqs. (1), where I Ep "=—Ep ' EF "= 0.0,—so
that Snakc„=-&B "/(8'qc" —Wc") ~0.0, that is, pos-
itive. Band structure calculations of integrated d
character in Cu, "give an upper limit of 0.25 so that
0.25 ~ Sn«„~ 0.0. The range of values imposed by
these lower and upper limits is comparable to the ac-
curacies (i.e., 0.10eV) in other studies. 4 '

0.5
~e (eV)

Ag

1.0
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

FIG, 7. (a) Results for b, cu" and hB" [see Eq. (1)]as func-
tions of the corresponding Id, Ey I [see Fq. (2)l derived from
model calculations for Au„Ag& „ in Ref. 17, where Ag and
Au correspond to the solid lines and circles, respectively.
Quantities for the same. species are strongly correlated. (b)
hE as a function of b,B"~ calculated from the quantities in

Fig. 7(a). The presence of 4E&"" removes the strong corre-
lation in Fig. 7(b).

shift. It should be observed that the values of IhtuI
[which involves only the Sn and not the Fermi ener-
gies, as in Eq. (1b)] for both Ag and Au are almost
identical linear functions of the respective ~b EqI and
that the slope is very close to unity, as in Fig. 6; this
behavior results from the closeness of the coeffi-
cients in Eqs. (1) and (2) and is expected to hold
generally. When however, we calculate the corre-
sponding binding energies, which include the Fermi
energies, the dependences deviate considerably from
each other and from a line of unity slope.

The independence of the individual component
resonant shifts (and the corresponding valence occu-
pation changes) is manifested in Fig. 7(b), where we
display AE = EEL'+ [x/(1 ——x) ]PEP" as a function
of hB"', in analogy with Fig. 6. We interpret the ab-
sence of correlation as a consequence of the weak
correlation between the shifts of the different com-
ponents in a system in which charge transfer occurs.

In this paper, we present the results of a novel ap-
proach to the derivation from ESCA data of electron-
ic structure changes induced by alloying. We report
the consequences of identifying the valence-band
spectra with the density of states in a quantitative
fashion. By relating the d-resonant level shift to the
centroid of the d bands, we are able to express the
d-resonant level shift in terms of experimentally mea-
sured quantities. From general considerations (which
we illustrate in Fig. 7 with energy shift values derived
from results reported in the literature" ) we expect a
linear correlation between the binding energy and
resonant energy shifts associated with the same com-
ponent, but no correlation between those associated
with different components.

The special properties of the system under study,
Pt] „Cu„, permit deduction of the electronic structure
changes from the ESCA core-level and valence-band
data alone, with only a few, physically reasonable, as-
sumptions (for this reason, we call the alloy system
"canonical" ). The Pt core level shift is zero within
+0.10 eV for all x ~0.95 which we measure (Fig. 3).
In addition, we observe a linear correlation between.
the vbs centroid, lLE, and b,Bc"as manifested in Fig.
6. This implies immediately that the Pt resonant en-
ergy shift is approximately zero, lending support to
our association of 4E with the d-resonant shifts as in
Eq. (7), since, from Fig. 7(a), one might expect
&E~pt =5B ' =—0.0. Furthermore, the values of the
Pt shifts are physically most consistent with zero
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charge transfer and a constant alloy Fermi level ap-
proximately equal to that in Pt. These shifts indicate
that Snoop,

=—Sn, p, =0.0, or no change in the Pt
valence occupation with alloying. From the mea-
sured trend of 58~" at x -=0.95, we deduce further
that E~"=—Eq' and that 0.0~5nqc„~0.25, a de-
crease of Cu s —d hybridization.

Although we concentrate here on methods of data
analysis, it is appropriate to discuss briefly the physi-

cal origins of the results. Since the Heine-Hubbard'
theory has proven so fruitful in explaining the prop-
erties of transition metals in terms of a few intuitive-
ly attractive parameters, it is desirable to explain our
results on a similar basis. To this end, we posit a
Hamiltonian in the occupation number representa-
tion which describes a two component alloy A„B~ „,
with a fixed total number N of atoms filling a period-
ic lattice and an x-independent s band,

H = XC-„C-„E(k)+ XCg, CgEd+ X(C-„Cg(y-„,. +Cg(C „y,--»).
k

(8a)

where C (C ) is an annihilation (creation) operator, i denotes species A or 8, k symbolizes an s-state momen-
tum, E( k) is the common s-band (i.e., pseudopotential) dispersion relation, 24 and y,. -„ is the matrix element
governing hybridization of the d states with the free electron s band. In this model, we describe the d states of A,
for example, only by the site-independent resonance energy E~. For the case of one A atom, we have exactly'

pg (E) = — Im Z —E,~i —Sg(E) 1+10 „~a(E)
i

(8b)

(8c)

Iy, -„l'=Iy,'lg-'„, z=E+~s, (8d)

where Im denotes imaginary part, 8 0+, and (»
describes the k dependence of y [i.e.; g»

=—k' «r
E(k) =Edc" (Ref. 16)]. Details of the derivation of
Eqs. (8) and a fuller discussion of the physics are
given elsewhere. 2

For the present, it is sufficient to note that for a
narrow d-band metal A, such as Cu, in a wide d-band

one 8, such as Pt, we have ~yg/ys ~' (& 1 and

p„= 108(Eq —E): that is, a Cu impurity in Pt
should look more atomic because, roughly speaking,
the Cu "sees" d electrons introduced by Pt through
its large hybridization matrix element. .This result in-

dicates that dehybridization is to be expected for a
narrow d-band component in a wide d-band one as an
"antihybridization" effect, as has been observed4 5

for Ag in Ag-Au alloys. Although the inverse effect
of the narrow upon the wide d-band component is

more complicated, the smaller matrix element is ex-
pected to produce a much smaller effect upon the
electronic structure.

From the results presented here, we conclude that

it appears possible to use the valence band ESCA
spectra in a quantitative manner, 9 supplementing
core-level data, in order to elucidate details of
valence structure. From the special properties of
Pt~ „Cu„over a wide range of concentrations (i.e.,
only one of the components, Cu, exhibits significant
shifts) the ESCA data alone appear to suffice for ex-
traction of the valence occupation changes induced by

alloying. These data indicate no charge transfer in

the system and only Cu has significant valence occu-
pation changes, corresponding to dehybridization (as
seen previously in Au alloys" ). Furthermore, the
Fermi energy shifts are extracted and not required as
input: in the present system, it is shown that the
shifts of the Fermi energies cannot be identified with

those of the work functions as in other work.
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